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Introduction  

           There are plenty of Buddhist traditions throughout the world. The one of the main causes 

for the arising of these different sects is philosophic problems that these traditions faced time to 

time in the ssanic history. This situation can be seen in the Buddha’s time as well as in the later 

periods of  ‘ssana’.  In the Buddha’s time the ‘tman’ concept was the focal question that he 

faced. After the demise of the Buddha, about one hundred years later, ssana got divided into two 

and subsequently into many sects or groups. At that time, the central question was that if everything 

is impermanent how could things exist?.  And how the same person obtains consequence of 

‘kamma’ in the next life or lives?.  All the Buddhist traditions tried to find solution for this question. 

So, they came up with their own philosophic solutions and   they were labeled according to   their 

philosophic interpretations. The terms that they used to denotes their philosophic points are 

different from one another. But, all these terms   have been introduced to answer   the one main 

question, that is how things exist if they are subject to change?.  This is the main issue  that is 

examined by this paper and an attempt made to find out whether  there is any unifying factor  

among various interpretations  put forward by different Buddhist traditions.   

 

‘Anatta’ and Continuity 

      Early Buddhism faced the problem of ‘tman’ equivalent of Pli ‘atta’. ‘Ātman’ was  put 

forward by the Upanisadic thinkers.  They considered ‘tman’ is an entity  having the specific 
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qualities of firmness or stability (dhruva), permanency (nitya), eternality (vata), indestructible. 

(avinī) etc.  1  

        Upanisadic  thinkers identified this as a thumb long, physical substance that lies in all beings, 

transmigrates from life to life (aguṭhamtra). It remains  unharm at death, for it is separated 

from the body.2   When a being dies the body remains and the ‘tman’  leaves the body and enters 

into a new one. Thus, continues the process of existence.   This, ‘tman’   was the main 

philosophical teaching during the Buddha’s time .  

            Buddhism sees this ‘atta’ concept as eternalism (sassata diṭṭhi). According to Buddhism 

etenalism is one extreme. Other extreme is anihilationism. Buddhism rejects these two extremes 

as both misrepresent reality.3 To negate this ‘atta’ concept the term used by the Buddha is ‘anatta’, 

which means that there is no ‘atta’. To denote that there is no ‘atta’ the Buddha analyzed empirical 

individual into five aggregates(pacakkhandha). The Buddha using a very simple form of practical 

logic said: 

     “Monks, this form is no –self, this form would not be subject to illness. Had it been so it     

would have been possible to command, may my form, be in this, may it not be otherwise and 

so on. But as the form is no-self, therefore, there is no way to get from to behave in the way 

one wants may it be like this: may it not be like this” 4.  

         The same is repeated with regard to the other four aggregates namely, ‘vedan’, ‘sa’, 

‘sakhra’, and ‘viņa’. Five aggregates analysis of the individual is not the only analysis 

presented in the early suttas to bring out the true nature of phenomena, specially to demonstrate 

                                                           
1 Kaţhopaniad, 4.3.18, “ na jyate na mriyate vā vipacin-nya kutacinnababhūva kacit.  Ajo nitya 

avatoya purņo- na hanyate hanyamne satire”. 

2 Kaţhopaniad, 4.3.12.  

3 Sayuttanikya,  ii, p17.     “ Kaccnagottasutta” . 

4 Vinaya,  1. P 13. 
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the absence of any thing that could be labeled the individual soul, the ‘tman’ or  ‘pudgala-tma’. 

There are four other such analysis. They are : 

i. ‘Nma-rūpa’  analysis – the analysis of the individual into name and form or mind 

and matter. 

ii. Six elements (dhtu) analysis. -That is the analysis of the individual into four primary 

elements namely, earth (paṭhavi), water(po), heat(tejo), wind(vyao), space(ksa), 

and consciousness(viņa).  

iii. Twelve bases or ‘yatanas’. -That is six sense organs and six sense subjects. 

iv. Eighteen elements. -This is constituted of the six sense faculties and six sense object 

consciousness arising dependent on the contact between the faculties and objects. For 

example eye-consciousness (cakkhu viņa) ear-consciousness (sota-viņa) etc.  

These, along with the analysis into five aggregates, constitute the five types of analyses. Though 

these analyses are done for different purposes, one of the main objectives of these analyses is to 

bring into focus that there is no soul, a self in the individual. To uphold the no-soul theory early 

Buddhism implemented a very meaningful method. It is : 

“O monks, how do you think?: form is permanent or  impermanent?. Venerable sir, 

impermanent.  If anything is impermanent is it   satisfactory or unsatisfactory?. Venerable  sir, 

unsatisfactory.  If anything is unsatisfactory and impermanent is it possible to it as ‘I’ ‘my’ 

‘soul of mine’,  venerable sir it is impossible “  5  

             This shows that the term ‘anatta’ in early Buddhism has been used to point out the 

individual selflessness. But when it was needed to denote the ‘anatta’ with regard to the world the 

term ‘sua’ was used in early Buddhism. For instance, Mogharjasutta of the Suttanipta very 

clearly explains the world’s ‘anatta’ using the term ‘sua’. The Mogharja asks the Buddha : 

                                                           
5  Vinaya, 1, p 14,  “ta kimaatha bhikkhave, rūpa nicca v anicca v ti?. Anicca bhante. 

Yampannicca ta dukkha v sukha v ti?. dukkha bhante. Yampanņnicca dukka 

vipariņmadhamma, kallannu ta samanupassitu  ‘eta mama’, ‘eso hamasmi’, ‘eso me att’ti’?, 

noheta bhante.” 
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“ ….him that looks the world in which manner, does the king of death not see ?. The Buddha 

replies : “ Mogharja, being ever mindful, look upon the world as void having rooted out the 

dogmatic view of the self-thus one would cross over death ; him that looks upon the world in this 

manner, does the king of death not see”.6 This is a purposeful use of the word ‘sua’ to convey 

the idea that there is no substance in anything that is in the world. The world is devoid of any kind 

of an entity.  In the same meaning the term ‘sua’ has been used by the Buddha as reply to a Ven.  

Ānanda’s question. Once Ven. Ānanda asked the Buddha : “Venerable sir, it is said ; empty is the 

world, empty is the world, in what way venerable sir is it said; empty is the world?” . The Buddha 

replied  : “ it is Ānanda, because it is empty of self and what belongs to self that it is said ; ‘empty 

is the world” 7. This usage of ‘sua’ is very clearly philosophic in meaning and brings out the 

most  earliest feature of the early Buddhist world-view that there is nothing independent, discrete, 

self existent, uncaused or permanent.  

          It is clear that these two terms ‘anatta’ and ‘sua’ have been used in early Buddhism in 

two different contexts. Though these two terms are same in basic meaning of soullessness, their 

usage and emphases are quite different. The former emphasizes   individual soullessness while the  

latter emphasizes the  soullessness of the world. So, it is important to note that former is more 

specific while later is in more wider sense including all the things in the world.  In other words the   

later conveys all  phenomena.   

           It is interesting to note   that somewhere else the term ‘anatta’ has been used in the same 

wider sense.  For instance in the Maggavagga of the Dhammapada mentions :  “ All dhammas are 

without soul” (sabbe dhamm anatt’ti)8. Here,  ‘dhamma’ means all  phenomena. In this context, 

                                                           
6 Suttanipta, stanza, 1116. Mogharja asks : “ kata loka avekkhanta maccurj na passati?”. The 

Buddha replies : “ suatao loka avekkhassu Mogharj sad sato-attnu diţţhi ūhacca eva maccu 

taro siy, eva loka avekkhanta maccurj na passati”.  

7 Sayuttanikya, iv, p54. “Lokasutta”. 

 Ven. Ānanda asks : “ suo loko suo lokoti bhante vuccati, kittvatnu kho bhante suolokoti 

uccati?” . The Buddha replies:   “ yasmca Ānanda sua attena v attanyea v tasm suolokoti  

vuccati” 

8  Dhammapada, stanza 279, “Maggavagga” “ sabbe dhamm anatt’ti -yad paya passati, atha 

nibbindat dukkhe-esa maggo visuddhiy” 
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the term ‘ anatta’ is not restricted into the individual, but it goes beyond it and sometime it includes 

all the phenomena.  

When we consider  the common usage of the term ‘anatta’  it is very clear that it is mostly used in 

the sense of individual soullessness. Such usage is due to the fact that in the Buddha’s   time the 

main problem was the individual soul or ‘pudgala –tma’ concept. So, the Buddha used the term 

‘anatta’, perhaps may be he thought that is the most suitable   term for it. 

           The question that arose with the early Buddhist teachings of ‘anatta’  and ‘sua’  is,  if the 

individual and the world is devoid of a soul how could  things continue to exist: how  can ‘kamma’ 

and rebirth be explained?.  Who will bear the consequence of ‘kamma’ done in this life  when it is 

matured in next life or lives?. And how will one obtains rebirth from this life to the next life?.  The 

reply provided by the early Buddhism  is that ‘kamma’ and rebirth can be explained by the 

dependent origination (paţiccasamuppda). According to the dependent origination ‘viņa’ 

transmigrates from one life to another.  These basic teachings ‘anatta’ ‘sua’ and 

‘paţiccasamuppda’ etc did not pose any obstruction to early followers in their attempt to 

understand reality. They very clearly perceived  them and put an end to continuation of ‘sasra’.  

 

‘Anicca’ Continuity  and  Dhamma Theory  

         About one hundred years after the demise of the Buddha this situation changed. Among the 

monks there arose different views regarding  the operation  of ‘anicca’ ‘kamma’ and rebirth. If 

everything is impermanent(anicca) and changeable, how ‘kamma’, rebirth and so on   could 

operate?. The main reason for this divergent views was the   monks inclination towards  logic and 

reasoning  (takkapariyhata vīmasnucarita). They disregarding experience depended on 

logic and reasoning, attempted to interpret fundamental teachings of early Buddhism. The 

Puggalavdins9 perhaps, may be the first group who came forward with the concept of ‘puggala’  

                                                           
 
9 Note: Original Sanskrit Texts of Pudgalavādins are disappeared. Their views and teachings are available 

in some other Sanskrit and Pali texts such as Abhidharmakoşa and Kathvatthuppakaraņa. Perhaps some 

of the  Chinese and Tibetan translations of their original Sanskrit texts are preserved.    
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to find an answer for the question pertaining to the operation of  ‘anicca’, ‘kamma’ and birth.   

They maintained that it is the ‘pudgala’ (a person)  who is the carrier of aggregates and who bears 

consequence of  ‘kamma’, memory and so on  throughout the ‘sasra’.  They said the connection 

between ‘pudgala’ and five aggregates is like fuel and fire.10 They pointed out  that  the fire reside 

neither outside of the fuel nor within  it. In the same manner ‘pudgala’ is neither the same nor 

different from the five-aggregates.  These Pudgalavdins strove  to prove  their new concept giving 

reference to the early suttas. They cited references where the Buddha preached about ‘pudgala’ 

and five aggregates. For instance in Bhrahrasutta of the Sayuttanikya,   there is reference to 

the ‘burden’ and ‘burden carrier’. The burden   is  five aggregates while the carrier is  the  person 

( pudgala) 11.  

         Responding to this new concept of ‘pudgala’ the other monks criticized their view saying 

that these  Pudgalavdins are the ‘heretics within the ‘ssana’ (antascara tīrthaka) because they  

secretly entrenched  the soul concept (atta) in the teaching  with their ‘pudgala’ concept. Rejecting 

the Pudgalavdins’ ‘pudgala’  concept the three groups of monks came up with the new concepts 

for answering the question of how  ‘anicca’, ‘kamma’ and rebirth could be explained ?. They are 

Theravada Ābhidhammikas,  Sarvstivdins, and Sautrntikas.  Theravda Ābhidhammikas   

analyzed the empirical individual and the world into four groups and named them as ‘paramattha 

dhamma’12. By the term ‘paramattha dhamma’  the Ābhidhammikas meant that things cannot be 

further analyzed or these are represent the last level to which the individual and the world could 

be analyzed. In  this interpretation the ‘paramattha dhammas’ were given more importance .  As a 

result of this, later Theravada Ābhidhammikas admitted  an entity  or substance which is not 

dividable. 13 With this analysis of ‘paramattha dhammas’  they could easily reject the ‘atta’ concept 

                                                           
10 Dutt, N., (1978) p185.   

11 Sayuttanikya, iii, p25,  “Bhrahrasutta” “Katamoca bhikkhave bhro?  Pacupdnakkhandhtissa 

vacanīya……katomoca bhikkhave bhrahro? Pudgalaotissa vacanīya…”. 

12 Narada Thera, (1956) p6, “ tattha vutthbhidhammatth-catudh paramatthato,- citta cetasika rūpa- 

nibbnamiti sabbath”.  

13 Abhidhammatthasagah-Vibhāvinī-Tīk, p 4,   “paramo uttamo aviparito attho paramattho”.  
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(individual soul) as well as  the ‘pudgala’ concept, but it made them to accept certain kind of 

individable elements, which formed individual and the world.  Perhaps, this may be the what led 

the  later Ābhidhammikas to posit the existence  of   pure elements. (suddha dhamm pavattanti)14. 

This  situation has been clearly explained by Prof:  Y. Karunadasa as follows:  

“In the Ābhidhammic exegesis this term paramattha is defined to mean that which has reached its 

highest (uttama), implying thereby that the dhammas are ultimate existents with no possibility of 

further reduction. Hence own-nature (sva-bhva)came to be further defined as ultimate nature 

(paramattha-svabhva) ”. 15  

           Sarvstivdins came up with the concept of ‘sva-bhva’ (self-nature). According to them 

dhammas have two characteristics as ‘sva-bhva’ and ‘kritra’. They said that the changeable part 

of the dhammas is ‘kritra’ while the unchangeable part (own-nature) of dhammas is persisting  

throughout the ‘sasra’. Sarvstivdins emphasize the tri-temporal existence of the dhamma. 

To substantiate this tri-temporal existence of dhamma they referred to the Bhaddekarattasutta of 

the Majjhimanikya. Citing this sutta they said that the Buddha has very clearly mentioned the 

dhammas exist in all periods. The sutta says :   

“ The past should not be followed after, the future not desired. What is past is got rid of and the 

future has not come. But whoever has vision now here, now there, of a present thing. Knowing that 

it is immovable, unshakable, let him cultivate it. Swelter at the task this very day. …..”16. (Middle 

Length Sayings, p 233) 

                                                           
14 Visuddhimagga. p517, “ Kakhvitaranavisuddhiniddeso”, 

  “ kammassakrako natthi  vipkassa ca vedako- suddha dhamm  pavattanti eveta sammadassana” 

15 Karunadasa, y., (1996)  , p19.  

16 Majjhimanikya,  III, p187,   “ atīta nanvgameyya- nappatikakhe angata -Yadatīta pahna ta 

-appatta ca angata-Paccuppanaca yo dhamma- tattha tattha vipassati- asamhīra asakuppa ta 

vidv manubrhaye”. 
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         Sautrntikas17 introduced the theory of ‘one faculty’  (eka-rasa- indriya). It is this faculty 

that goes from life to life with the seed of ‘kamma’, memory and so on.  With this ‘one faculty’ 

concept Sautrntikas found answers for the question of how dhammas exist though they are 

impermanent. These groups of monks tried to find answers for the question of how   ‘kamma’ and 

rebirth  operate  within the frame of ‘anicca’. As mentioned above the Theravda Ābhidhammikas, 

Sarvstivdins and Sautrntikas  rejecting the individual soul  turned towards the substantial   

interpretations. With these interpretations   they tried to explain how ‘kamma’ and  rebirth come 

to an operation though they are impermanent. So, these interpretations came under one line which  

is known as the ‘dhamma theory’.   

 

Mahyna Interpretation of ‘Dhamma Theory’ and Continuity  

          This ‘dhamma theory’ was criticized by another group of monks as an entity, essence or a 

soul on dhammas. They thought that this is another kind of soul concept introduced into Buddhism. 

So, they compiled sutras   against this and some important sutras of them were known as 

Prajpramitsūtras. Through these sutras they pointed out that there is no soul in dhammas. As 

mentioned above it is clear that in the Buddha’s time the main philosophical question was the 

existence of individual soul, but in the period of Prajpramitsūtras compilation the main 

philosophical problem was substance of dhammas (dharmtma). So, these sutras highly focused 

to emphasize the absence of substance in dhammas (dharmanairtmya). Traditionally it is 

understood that the main difference between traditional Buddhism and Mahyna is that the 

former lays more emphasis on the individual soul while the later emphasizes the absence of 

substance in dhammas. To denotes this view the term used in Mahyna texts is ‘ūnya’ or 

‘ūnyat’. For instance, in Aṭashasrikprajpramitsūtras it is explained as “Monks, the 

form is void” (rūpa bhikkhave ūnya). These Prajpramitsūtras lays more emphasis on 

‘ūnya’ and perhaps it caused misunderstanding  of ‘ūnya’  as nothingness.  

                                                           
17 Note: Sautrntika’s Original Texts are also not available it is said that they are preserved as Chinese and 

Tibetan translations  
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This misunderstanding  can be clearly seen when Prajpramitsūtras were translated into 

Chinese. In these Chinese translations the term ‘bĕn wu’   which means originally non-existence   

or really non-existence was used for the term ‘ūnya’. So, Chinese scholars misinterpreted ‘ūnya’ 

as non-existence or in other wards nothingness. 18 By the time of Ngrjuna,  who was the founder 

of Madhyamaka philosophy, there were two main problems, they are i. the ‘dhamma theory’ and 

ii. misunderstanding   of   ‘ūnya’ as  nihilism. 

 

Madhyamaka Śūnyat 

         Ngrjuna, writing his magnum opus, the Mūlamadhyamakakrik, explained the concept 

of ‘ūnya’ in more logical and philosophical manner. The main aim of his 

Mūlamadhyamakakrik is to   negate the  ‘dhamma theory’. As discussed above there were three 

main such groups   namely Theravdains, Sarvstivdins and Sautrntikas whose teachings more 

favored a substantial view. But, in the Mūlamadhyamakakrik references in only to ‘sva-bhva 

theory’ of Sarvstivdins and makes no references to the other theories.  Ngrjuna very cleverly 

rejecting the ‘sva-bhva’ teaching in his book, Mūlamadhyamakakrik  highlights the void of 

dhammas, using the term ‘ūnyat’. Scholars such as T.R.V. Murti holds the view that this 

‘ūnyat’ concept is a new innovation of later   Mahāyāna Buddhism specially  the great master 

Ngrjuna  and it was quite unknown  to the early Buddhism. He compares it to the Copernican 

revolution and indirectly says that whole early Buddhism was turned upside down by this new 

approach19. Stcherbatsky also holds a view similar to that of Murti and he said that the term 

‘ūnyat’ is an innovation of Māhāyana, an innovation made necessary by the course of 

philosophic development.  Professor W.S. Karunaratne has clearly   pointed out   the early 

Buddhism was quite aware   of the ‘ūnyat’ . The Professor said: “ Stherbatskey’s statement that 

the term ūnyat is an innovation of the Mahayana is remarkable for the ignorance it betrays of 

                                                           
18 Dhammajothi, M., (2010) pp 73-76,  

 
19 Murti, T. R. V., (1955)   p 123.     
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the facts of early Buddhism. The literal and philosophical senses of this terms are already clearly 

attested in Pli texts…..” 20 .  The question that should be examined is why  Māhāyana 

Prajpramitsūtras and Ngrjuna chose the term ‘ūnya’  instead of ‘antta’. As explained at 

the beginning, in early Buddhism, ‘anatta’ was used more frequently to denote the soullessness of 

individual, while ‘sua’ was used to show the absence of substance in the world. Since, the 

philosophic question by the time of Prajpramitsūtras  and Ngrjuna was as seen by the 

popularity of   the ‘sva-bhva theory’ of Sarvastivdins. Prajpramitsūtras and Ngrjuna 

preferred to use the term ‘ūnya’ to negate the ‘atta’ or substance in dhammas as well as individual 

soul.  It is known as ‘dharmanairtmyat’.  

In response to the view of misinterpretation of ‘ūnyat’ as nihilism, Ngrjuna said that 

‘ūnyat’ is not a nihilism21.  This idea was brought to China with the translation of Ngrjuna’s 

Mūlamadhymakakrik and his other books by Kumrajīva.  Kumrajīva  introduced a new term 

‘ xing kong’  which means ‘sva-bhva ūnyat’  instead of the previous term  ‘bĕn wu’ which 

means really or originally things do not exist. So, the Chinese interpretation of ‘ūnyat’ got 

corrected. 

        When ‘atta’ was negated the question arose in early Buddhism as to how ‘kamma’ and 

‘punabbhava’ exist. In the same way, when the ‘sva-bhva’ or  substance of dhammas was rejected, 

the same question arose. So, the answer given was the same by Ngrjuna, and he compared 

‘ūnyata’ with pratītyasmutpda. Ngrjuna said  “ whatever that is dependent arising we say  

that is emptiness” 22 . Furthermore, Ngrjuna very clearly   explains his ‘ūnyat’ giving 

reference to Kaccnasutta of Sayuttanikya preached by the Buddha to the master Kaccna. 

Ngrjuna said :  “  according to the instruction to Kaccna, the two views of the world in terms 

of being and non-being were criticized by the Buddha, for similarly admitting the bifurcation of 

                                                           
20 Karunaratna, W. S., (1988) p 169-170.  

 
21 Mūlamadhyamakakrik, chapter, 17,stanza , 20. “Śūnyat ca na coccheda –sasraca  na  śvata”  

 
22  Mūlamadhyamakakrik, chapter, 24,  stanza, 18. “Ya pratītya samutpda ūnyat t 

pracakmahe-  s prajaptirupdya  pratipasaiva madhyam”. 
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entities into existence and non-existence ”. (22) Through the dependent origination Ngrjuna 

explains interdependence of things and reveals the voidness of things. According to Ngrjuna  

things have no independent existence so, things are interrelated. As things are interrelated they are 

void. Hence, it is very clear that Ngrjuna proclaims   voidness of the things through their 

interdependence. He said : “ sasra is nothing essentially different from nirvņa. Nirvņa is 

nothing essentially from sasra” 23 

Yogcra Vijnavda 

       Another sectarian  of  Māhāyana tradition was represented by Yogcrins who came up with 

the theory of ‘Vijna’ as the solution to the problem of how ‘anicca’ ‘kamma’ and ‘punabbhava’ 

could be explained without ‘atta’. When Yogcrins studied the reply for this, they found that the 

‘ūnyata’ concept has been cause for misunderstanding of Buddhism as nihilism. Though 

Ngrjuna very clearly emphasized  ‘ūnyat'  is not a nihilism, its etymological meaning  was 

rather suggestive  of  nihilism. So, ‘ūnyat’ was misunderstood as nihilism. Because of this 

misunderstanding of ‘ūnyat’ put forward by the Madhyamaka, Buddhist philosophy turned 

towards   negativism.         

       This situation is seen by Yogcrins and they thought this is not the real teaching of the 

Buddha. So, with the ‘vijna’ concept they preferred   to  find  a more positive answers for the 

aforesaid question. They divided ‘vijna’ into three aspects i. ‘Pravŗti 

vijna’(saḍindriyavijna).  ii. ‘Manana vijna’, and iii. ‘Ālaya vijna’. ‘Manana vijna’ 

is the nature of ‘vijna’ in which is deeply rooted the feeling of myself. This ‘manana vijna’ 

is made by ‘layavijna’ to connect it with ‘pravṛti ‘vijna’ or ‘saḍindriya vijna’. 

‘ālayavijna’ is the aspect of consequences that bears aspect of consciousness that all seeds of 

‘kamma’, memory, and so on, transmigrating throughout the ‘sasra’.  In that sense it is called 

‘sarvabījaka’,  which means store-conciseness.    Lakvatrasūtra explains that ‘ālayavijna’ 

                                                           
23   Mūlamadhyamakakrik,  chapter 15, stanza, 7. “ Katyyana vde cstīti nstīti cobhaya- 

Pratisiddha  bhagavat-bhvabhvavibhvin”. 
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is like the sea while   ‘pravṛti vijna’ is like the sea waves24.  This simile reveals the importance 

of ‘layavijna’  when one experiences phenomena. As all the waves are created based on the 

sea, all the mental and physical experience are based on the ‘layavijna’. Yogcrins 

emphasized more the function of the ‘vijna’  when one experiences the world.  

         Prof: Kalupahana is of the view  that  misinterpretation of Yogcrins occurred at the hands 

of Chinese translators when they translated Vasubandu’s Vijaptimtratsiddhi into Chinese.  The 

Chinese translators  have given it a more vinic sense25. These Chinese translators mistranslated 

the term ‘ vijaptimtra’(wei liao bie-)  of Vasubandhu as ‘ vijanamtra’ (wei shi-) into Chinese 

language. Vasubandhu’s ‘vijaptimtra’ means ‘ideation only’. But Chinese translators not only 

mistranslated it as  ‘vijanamtra’ but also misinterpreted it as an idealism which negates the 

existence of the things.    Later on when Sylvan Levi translated the Chinese Vijaptimtratsiddhi 

into English, he followed the same meaning and this tradition came to be considered  as 

‘Vijnavda’. So, why the Chinese translators used the term ‘ vijanamtra’ (wei shi-) for  

‘ vijaptimtra’(wei liao bie-)’  is a  open question  to investigate by scholars26. 

           This Vasubandhu’s view of ‘vijaptimtra’ can be compared with the Madhyamaka 

‘ūnyat’ concept.  As mentioned above Ngrjuna  sees ‘ūnyat’ through interdependence 

and interrelatedness of the things. According to him there is no-thing in the absolute sense which 

can be taken as an essence or substance of the dhammas.  In the same manner Vasubandhu sees 

everything in the world as a ideation only  (‘vijaptimtra’). That knowledge is called 

‘parikalpita’27. Yogcrins say that the  second step of   knowledge is ‘paratantra’.  It is a 

                                                           
24 Mūlamadhyamakakrik,  chapter, 25, stanza 20. 

“ nirvņasya ca y koti –sasrasya ca- Na taoyrantara – kicitsusūkamamapi vidyate” 

 
25 Lakvatrasūtra, Sloka, 100.   

26 Kalupahana,  D. J., (1976)  p 189-190. (see Ven. Dhammajothi’s article “Mind Only or Ideation Only: 

An Examination of Yogcra  Philosophy and Its   Chinese Interpretation” 

27 Triatik, 23 sloka, “Trividasya svabhvasya-trivida nisvabhvata-Sadhya sarvadharmn-

deit nisvabhvat” 
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knowledge which arise through the understanding of interrelatedness of the things. This ‘paratantra’ 

knowledge is based on ‘vijna’. In explaining this they pointed out why a same young girl is 

viewed by a young man, a tiger and an arhant differently. A young girl for a young man is a sensual 

object, while   for a tiger she is  food. At the same time she only is a heap of five aggregates for an 

arhant.  So, the same   object,  is being viewed by different persons in different manner because 

they perceive it according to their seeds of ‘vijna’. Therefore, the empirical  world is decided 

by the  ‘vijna’.  In that sense empirical world is only an ideation created by ‘vijna’. It does 

not mean that the empirical world does not exist. Ngrjuna’s ‘ūnyat’ also does not mean   the 

empirical world is not existing, he meant only the absence of the entity of the empirical world. So, 

philosophically both these teachers pointed out the same meaning, but in different terms. 

Ngrjuna used the term ‘ūnya’, while Vasubandhu used the term ‘ vijaptimtra’. Ngrjuna 

said ‘ ūnya ida’ and Vasubandhu said ‘ vijaptimtraevetad’28 

 

Conclusion 

 Above discussed facts show the evolution of Buddhist philosophy from ‘anatta’ to ‘vijna’ and 

how different Buddhist sects tried to find answer for the one central question, that is how can  

‘anicca’, ‘kamma’ and ‘punabbhava’ be explained without the ‘tma’ concept. Though the 

Buddhist scholars approached in varied  the  focal question is same.  For instance early Buddhism 

wanted to deny the individual ‘atta’ concept, while sectarian groups   tried to explain how things 

exist though they are impermanent. They introduced many philosophical concepts but they were 

labeled as substantialists. To rescue Buddhism from this substantial  approach Māhāyana scholars 

brought two new theories such as ‘ūnya’ and ‘vijna’. So, it is critique    that all these Buddhist   

traditions tried to  explain the existence of ‘kamma’  ‘punabbhava’ memory and so on more closed 

to the early Buddhism. In doing this these sects depended on logic, reasoning and language, while  

                                                           
28 Kalupahana, D.J., (1987) p 134. 
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early Buddhism used  sensory perception aided by extra-sensory perception. Thus, these Buddhist 

sects innovated  different views, though their aim is the same.  
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